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Abstract 
The aim is to examine the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Brazilian 
creative economy, based on the concepts of necropolitics (Mbembe, 2003, 
2018) and necrocapitalism (Tyner, 2019). The main argument indicates, also 
in line with Pelbart (2018) and Medeiros (2019), that the COVID-19 pan-
demic reinforced a political division between those who may or may not die, 
since some lives are considered disposable, especially those of creative profes-
sionals who have unstable and precarious conditions of work and are inserted 
in sectors seen as superfluous by the Brazilian state. Many of these people 
represent social minorities, who are the main targets of the economic and so-
cial death policies that have their legacy in violent practices linked to Brazili-
an colonization and slavery. 
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1. Introduction 

They agreed to kill us, but we agreed not to die. 
(Conceição Evaristo, “Olhos d’Água”, 2014) 

The World Health Organization (WHO) describes COVID-19 as a flu-like in-
fectious-respiratory disease. The infection rate is high, as there is no immunity 
due to previous illness or a protection by vaccine. A disease presents itself as 
dangerous to populations due to its potential for contamination or the risk of 
death. Because of the COVID-19 spread, there was a slowdown in the global 
economy, as well as fluctuations in the stock exchange or cancellation of public 
events. The new coronavirus allowed countries to close borders, prevent mobili-
ty in cities, and confine individuals to their homes (Diniz & Carino, 2020). 
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Fighting the pandemic required measures to restrict the functioning of manybu-
sinesses and venues. Several were affected by social distancing measures, such as 
cinemas, hotels and restaurants. As the virus spreads, it becomes gradually poss-
ible to assess its social, economic and political consequences, as well as witness 
the mediatization of the pandemic, the closure of schools and universities, libra-
ries and museums, the cancellation of sports competitions, the loss of income by 
workers and entrepreneurs and the negative impact of the pandemic on informal 
work (Maranhão, 2020). 

In Brazil, COVID-19 had a negative impact in multiple sectors of the society 
during the administration of the president Jair Bolsonaro, elected from the coali-
tion “Brazil Above Everything, God Above All”, formed by the political parties 
PSL and PRTB. He won the first round of Brazil’s 2018 presidential election, 
counting on more than 46% of valid votes. In the second round of the presiden-
tial election, Bolsonaro defeated the candidate Fernando Haddad, from the coa-
lition “People Happy Again”—formed by the political parties PT, PC do B and 
PROS—, with more than 55% of the valid votes. The themes that dominated the 
political debates during the 2018 presidential election focused mainly on the 
fight against corruption and urban violence. Bolsonaro not only focused on the 
fight against corruption and crime, but also the revitalization of the “traditional 
values of the Brazilian family”. As for culture, many Bolsonaro’s speeches and 
tweets were directed against cultural and artistic expressions of black, indigen-
ous and LGBT people, which motivated the reaction of countless members of the 
artistic and creative classes. His proposals for education did not stimulate the 
critical thinking and creativity of students and, in terms of innovation, the focus 
was predominantly on more traditional sectors of the economy (Jesus, 2019a, 
2020). 

When the COVID-19 pandemic started, Bolsonaro’s public call for Brazil to 
get back to work and his efforts to undermine regional governments’ shutdowns 
have appalled critics and sparked a political rebellion by the governors of many 
Brazilian states. In contrast, Health minister Luiz Henrique Mandetta advised 
Brazilians to follow local governments’ advice on isolation. The governments of 
some of the most important creative cities in Brazil, such as São Paulo and Rio 
de Janeiro, followed Mandetta’s recommendations. In April 2020, Bolsonaro 
fired Mandetta, after the two clashed over Bolsonaro’s highly controversial re-
sponse to the coronavirus pandemic. Mandetta’s successor, Nelson Teich, said 
Brazil needed a full testing programme to better understand the new coronavirus 
and promised no “abrupt decision” on social distancing. He also made it clear 
Brazil would slowly start reopening (Phillips, 2020).  

All over the world, the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the creative econo-
my, which includes activities, goods and services based on individual and collec-
tive talent, such as advertising, the art markets, crafts, design, fashion, film, soft-
ware, music, publishing, radio, TV and museums, for example (Bendassolli et al., 
2009; Jesus, 2019a; Miguez, 2007). The specific impacts of the pandemic on the 
creative economy will be described in detail in the following sections, but it is 
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important to say that many creative professionals lost their jobs due to the crisis 
because projects were either put on hold or cancelled, and clients rescinded their 
original plans and contracts with creative organisations. Most creative organisa-
tions were not hiring. With a huge majority of creative businesses on a hiring 
hiatus, an expressive number of creative professionals said they would not be 
able to live for more months without or with less work, despite the fact that 
many of them were already relying on savings and government financial sup-
port. Some unemployed creatives were trying to reinvent themselves and hoping 
the new skills would help them stand back on their feet when the pandemic was 
over. Freelancers particularly have been hit the hardest by the pandemic, losing a 
wealth of clients and having to rely on savings (Brewer, 2020). Before the pan-
demic, according to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE, its 
acronym in Portuguese), the creative sectors employed approximately 1.9 mil-
lion people (3.7% of the employed), of whom 44% worked independently. The 
Industry Federation of the State of Rio de Janeiro (FIRJAN, its acronym in Por-
tuguese) indicated that the creative sectors were responsible for 2.61% of the 
Brazilian GDP in 2017 (around US$ 34.3 billions) (Mantica, 2020). 

The aim of the article is to examine the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on 
Brazilian creative economy, based on the concepts of necropolitics (Mbembe, 
2003, 2018) and necrocapitalism (Tyner, 2019). The main argument indicates, 
also in line with Pelbart (2018) and Medeiros (2019), that the COVID-19 pan-
demic reinforced a political division between those who may or may not die, 
since some lives are considered disposable, especially those of creative profes-
sionals who have unstable and precarious conditions of work and are inserted in 
sectors seen as superfluous by the Brazilian state. Many of these people represent 
social minorities, who are the main targets of economic and social death policies 
that have their legacy in violent practices linked to Brazilian colonization and 
slavery. 

2. Theoretical Framework 

The Cameroonian postcolonial author Achille Mbembe (2003, 2018) defines ne-
cropolitics as the ultimate expression of sovereignty, which resides in the power 
and capacity to dictate who may live and who must die. The necropolitics predi-
cates life on the death of the Other, and certain lives are more vulnerable than 
others. According to Mbembe (2003), necropolitics is more than a sovereign 
right to kill—which is a reference to Foucault’s (1997) droit de glaive—, but also 
the right to expose other people—including the citizens of a state—to death, which 
includes the right to impose social and civil death, the right to enslave others and 
other forms of political violence. Foucault (1997) argues that biopower is the 
domain of life over which power has taken control, regarding the tactics that re-
gulate which bodies must live and which can be disposable. According to Bur-
ton-Cartledge (2020), Foucault also argued that the state punished individuals 
with a set of technologies of discipline. The people who enter the state’s institu-
tions are disciplined by a specific regimen, in which the implied and overt vi-
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olence inflicted by state officers subject individuals. The fusion of power and 
knowledge provides standards, justifications, and crucially the pathways by which 
institutions address and expect people to behave. Although the disciplinary power 
has been supplanted by the surveillance of all by all, the population management 
and the inculcating/nudging appropriate regimes of governance remain the pri-
vilege of the capitalist state. 

But one may question under what practical conditions the right to kill, to al-
low to live, or to expose to death is exercised and who the subject of this right is. 
An epidemic or pandemic can be an effusive moment for biopolitics: in the 
name of collective protection, bodies are controlled and real or imagined health 
boundaries are drawn. However, all biopolitics becomes necropolitics when in-
equality regimes determine which bodies are at risk (Diniz & Carino, 2020). Ne-
cropolitics is more precisely about violence and risk, e.g., about how much of the 
population should be exposed to the possibility of premature death. The cutting 
of public services and the violence of poverty and economic and cultural destitu-
tion may be examples of how necropolitics works. The necropolitics—as well as 
biopolitics—is naturalized, and deaths are routinised as unavoidable conse-
quences in the context of the dehumanization and the depoliticization of mor-
tality (Burton-Cartledge, 2020). 

Tyner (2019) argues that one’s exposure to death is increasingly conditioned 
by his/her position in capitalism, and necrocapitalism not only lets die, but 
makes death productive as a vehicle for accumulation. According to Tyner (2019), 
it is necessary to take seriously the production of premature death as founda-
tional to the conditions of precariousness. In the present day, the pervasive in-
difference to surplus or redundant bodies is matched only with a nascent prefe-
rence toward the profitability of dying or dead bodies. One of the main forces of 
necrocapitalism is its structural violence in society. The “figures of dead labor” 
embody the material conditions and realities of death in our society and the 
stratified experiences of mortality which undergird this profitability. In this 
context, some people are more vulnerable to having their lives cut short and 
their deaths rendered profitable. They may also be held culpable for their own 
deaths. This has as much to do with the socioeconomics of inequality as it does 
with any biological predisposition toward premature death. In the light of this, 
massive casualties of poverty and malnutrition are subsequently banalized (Ma-
jumder, 2019). 

In the context of necrocapitalism, neoliberalism assumes characteristics that 
go beyond mere economic policies and inserts itself in social relations. It pro-
duces precarious jobs, workers and, above all, ways of life guided by precarious-
ness. The flexibilization of work, for example, was presented to society through a 
seductive discourse of greater autonomy in the management of work and time, 
but, given the weaker union organization, it led to precarious employment and 
working conditions, based on the needs of the companies. This flexibilization 
took various forms, such as functional, numerical and salary flexibility, consist-
ing of the mobility and versatility of the workforce; the most arbitrary forms of 
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hiring labor, in relation to deadlines, working hours and wages; the organization 
of semi-autonomous working groups; subcontracting; outsourcing; work by 
goals or projects, with a significant reduction in the companies’ staff; and the in-
creasingly intense use of intermittent work. Such workers carry out activities of a 
fragile, unstable and flexible contractual nature, with unsecured earnings, and 
have less rights than workers of an older proletariat and a conscience marked by 
constant deprivation and frustration and chronic uncertainty (Leite, 2019). 

In the light of the development of necropolitics and necrocapitalism, there are 
different ways to die and kill, both physically and symbolically. The apprehen-
sion generated for specific groups is present, for example, in the question of 
whether political, economic and social rights will be lost. With the restriction of 
freedoms, the ways of being in the world are regulated, and subjectivities are 
symbolically killed. The right to kill—typical of necropolitics—inhibits what 
Butler (2018) calls the “right to appear”, the claim made by some bodies that 
they are not disposable and carry lives that deserve to exist. According to this 
logic, social beings are recognized from produced and repeated norms. Before 
recognizing someone, conditions of recognition and precariousness come into 
play. It is not everyone who is recognized the same way. There are people whose 
lives are considered more precarious than others. As social bodies, people have 
to rely on what is outside, including conditions that may or may not allow their 
lives to be perceived as important if they are lost. Although all lives are vulnera-
ble and precarious, not all lives are recognized as such. It is not by chance that so 
many social minorities suffer the consequences of the deterioration of social and 
economic support networks more than others and are differentially exposed to 
damage, violence and death, even though they may develop political skills to 
overcome this situation (Medeiros, 2019). 

It is possible to argue that, for long-term investors, the COVID-19 pandemic 
might bring investment opportunities, and low-income laborers must die so that 
the lives deemed indispensable may live, occupying a purgatorial space of death- 
in-life or treated as if he/she no longer existed except as a mere tool of produc-
tion. In this context, the governments do not govern over life, but they dictate 
death domestically and internationally. In the case of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the U.S. sanctions have harmed the public health sector in Iran by slowing or en-
tirely blocking the sale of medicine, respirators, and hygienic supplies needed to 
mitigate the pandemic. In this case, the United States has enacted the material 
destruction of human bodies and populations, central to necropolitics (Bobba, 
2020). 

Mbembe’s and Tyner’s arguments provide a way of thinking through the poli-
tics of the current moment. The COVID-19 pandemic is not only a medical or 
epidemiological crisis, but also a crisis of sovereignty. It reveals an emergent ne-
cropolitical landscape defined by actors that have power over life and those with 
power over death. The number of notifications, bans, and closures is useful in 
this regard. It is the indication of a return to the most basic techniques of terri-
torial control and state power: the politics of border restriction, community 
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management, business closure, and public dispersal. Citizens are further asked 
to self-discipline through social distancing. The unprecedented scale, speed, and 
global extent of these sovereign measures are necessary for sustaining life, as a 
reactionary version of necropolitics concerned with the management of life and 
death to reduce disease proliferation, mortality numbers, and the rate of infec-
tion more generally. However, the reactionary stance equally indicates the un-
evenness of state capacity. The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted a long- 
term failure of some states to sustain public health and life, through their com-
mitment to neoliberal agendas to end state welfare in favor of privatization. The 
necropower dynamics of COVID-19 and other epidemics and pandemics are of 
slow violence: after decades of reduced infrastructure for medical care in many 
countries, national governments cannot guarantee or even manage life, except 
through the crudest forms of non-medical state control and cold violence against 
non-citizens. The definition of who gets to live and who gets to die is dependent 
on the goodwill, ability, and expertise of medical workers and others directly 
engaged with the situation. The power to dictate who may live has been out-
sourced and increasingly privatized, available only to those who can afford it 
(Lee, 2020).  

In the light of the fact that the necropolitical landscape has largely remained 
invisible, the global capitalism has also concealed this political dispensation, hig-
hlighting the sharp decline of the world economy and fears of capitalist reces-
sion, which have garnered equal attention to the disease itself, with Global North 
solutions to the pandemic being envisioned in monetary terms in addition to the 
sovereign measures. The framing of the COVID-19 pandemic as an economic 
crisis is not only revealing of what priorities of sovereignty are at work, but it al-
so indicates the limited tools of the neoliberal state power in relation to matters 
of crisis and social disorder that do not relate directly to fiscal policy. The im-
mediate measures sustain the economic livelihoods of those hardest hit should 
not distract from or appease the pursuit of long-term solutions to economic in-
justice. The emergent necrocapitalism in times of the COVID-19 pandemics dis-
closes the corrosive effects of neoliberal policies over economic life through the 
erosion of social security programs, unemployment welfare, or public education. 
The necropolitics and necrocapitalism reorganized the sovereign state power 
away from securing life and sustaining well-being to being primarily concerned 
with the arbitration of death (Lee, 2020). 

Pelbart (2018) deals with the Brazilian particularity and points out that the 
necropolitics in the country is related to the colonial era, in which the arrival of 
the European colonizers was linked to the invasion of indigenous lands and the 
capture of the African population for slave labor. Deprived of their humanity 
and the control of their own bodies by Europeans, Africans were transported on 
slave ships and were promptly flogged when they arrived at their masters’ farms, 
so that torture techniques cruelly imposed hierarchy among white and black 
people. In the Brazilian territory, Africans and indigenous peoples were dehu-
manized, physically and symbolically assaulted and exterminated. Such people 
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were prevented from having the psychological strength to create a symbolic 
world, since their physique, constantly challenged by hard work and torture, was 
taken to exhaustion. They were also deprived of forming groups and affective 
ties, seen as a risk because of possible rebellions. In this sense, hatred and vi-
olence against social minorities began in colonial Brazil, in which bodies were 
controlled through techniques such as genocide and compulsory sterilization. 
According to Medeiros (2019), Pelbart (2018) argues that, although the necropo-
litics that Mbembe (2003) deals with is racialized, there are other dimensions 
that can cross it, such as gender, sexual orientation, origin and income. In con-
temporary Brazil, many creative workers represent social minorities, and the 
precariousness of their condition was reinforced by the COVID-19 pandemic, as 
the following sections will show. 

3. Methods 

The exploratory research used the qualitative method of case study, which, ac-
cording to Bennett (2004), refers to the internal analysis of a specific situation— 
the impact of COVID-19 on Brazilian creative economy—and deals with well 
defined aspects of the historical event selected for investigation. Regarding the 
collection of evidence for the case study and the defined aspects of the event, a 
document and a bibliographic research were initially carried out to detect the 
main proposals of Bolsonaro’s 2018 presidential campaign and the main political 
decisions of his administration, specially their effects on culture and creative 
economy. In a second moment, the main impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on the cultural and creative sectors of Brazilian economy were indicated. The 
aim was to identify the main challenges for the creative sectors before and dur-
ing the pandemic and how the Brazilian administration dealt with these issues. 
Finally, the results were interpreted in the light of the theoretical discussion on 
necropolitics and necrocapitalism to deal with the particularity of the Brazilian 
culture and creative sectors and professionals, and some recommendations to 
overcome the challenges brought by the COVID-19 pandemic are given. 

4. Results 
4.1. Necropolitics and Jair Bolsonaro’s Administration 

Bolsonaro has had controversial and aggressive stances in his political trajectory, 
which hurt social equality, attack democracy and disrespect social minorities 
that seek to gain identity recognition, transform asymmetrical relations and claim 
their presence in power decisions. Bolsonaro’s rise and election represented, for 
these groups, a danger to national democracy. Among the political persuasion 
strategies used by Bolsonaro, it is possible to highlight the use of the population’s 
lack of belief and hope to convince the masses, the unification of different op-
ponents in the figure of a common enemy responsible for social problems—in 
this case, PT’s administrations—and the inflammation of people’s emotions, with 
the encouragement of symbolic and physical violence against those who disagree 
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with his political group’s positions and the evocation of the dictatorship as a so-
lution to Brazil’s problems (Medeiros, 2019). 

Even before taking office, Bolsonaro said some key members for his cabinet 
would be the Lava Jato Operation’s judge Sergio Moro as the head of the Justice 
Ministry. The Lava Jato Operation is a set of investigations underway by Brazil-
ian Federal Police, which began in March 2014. The operation investigates 
crimes of active and passive corruption, fraudulent management, criminal or-
ganization and obstruction of justice, among others (Jesus, 2019a). Bolsonaro 
indicated the University of Chicago-trained Paulo Guedes as the leader of the 
newly-created Economy Ministry and the evangelical pastor Damares Alves as 
the head of the newly-created Women, Family and Human Rights Ministry. 
Bolsonaro indicated the largest number of active and former members of the 
military for government functions since Brazil’s return to democracy. Bolsona-
ro’s government members established important changes in the first months of 
his administration. Guedes promised to cut taxes, reduce public spending and 
reform the pension system. Moro presented a package of proposals named the 
Anti-Crime Law to fight corruption, criminal organizations and violent crimes 
and said that organized crime fed more corruption. LGBT concerns were re-
moved from the purview of the Women, Family and Human Rights Ministry, 
headed by Alves, which brought fears to LGBT people that they would have less 
protections from the government, considering Bolsonaro’s homophobic com-
ments throughout the campaign and Alves’s view that diversity politics threatens 
“the Brazilian family”. Foreign Minister Ernesto Araújo has praised the streng-
thening of the cooperation with the United States and anti-globalist views, as 
well as the criticism toward leftist governments. He even said that one of Brazil’s 
greatest problems was the “comunavirus” in reference to communism and leftist 
ideas. The second Education Minister during Bolsonaro’s administration, Abra-
ham Weintraub, threatened to limit the resources for public universities, neces-
sary to invest in innovation and development (Gonzalez & Leme, 2019; Jesus, 
2020).  

Nevertheless, many changes proposed by Bolsonaro’s government faced resis-
tance by many sectors of Brazilian population, as well as difficulty in their im-
plementation. Some changes—including the pension reform—depended on the 
Congress’ approval. Other issues such as the intervention from the president’s 
sons in the government decisions, Bolsonaro’s controversial tweets about the 
negotiation with the Legislative chambers and the cabinet’s splintering into mil-
itary, evangelicals, moderates, and anti-globalists have brought turbulence. Some 
decisions such as the easing of restrictions on gun possession in Brazil were im-
plemented and faced the resistance of many groups such as human rights NGOs. 
The fight against corruption seemed more difficult, given the investigations link-
ing one of the president’s sons, Rio de Janeiro’s Congressman Flavio Bolsonaro, 
to suspicious cash transactions, as well as investigations over Bolsonaro’s politi-
cal party in the 2018 elections—PSL—registering fake candidates to receive pub-
lic campaign funds (Gonzalez & Leme, 2019; Jesus, 2020). In April 2020, Moro 
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decided to leave the government after Bolsonaro fired Federal Police General- 
Director MaurícioValeixo, named by the former justice minister. Moro resigned 
in the light of the president’s attempt to interfere in the Federal Police and halt 
investigations into presidential allies.  

According to Dias & Gonçalves (2020), the government of Brazilian president 
Jair Bolsonaro institutionalized the necropolitics in a country with a fragile and 
young democracy, which has not been consolidated for millions of people, par-
ticularly Afro-Brazilians and other marginalized groups. A part of the govern-
ment’s supporters seems to believe in a democracy only on the paper and a dic-
tatorship on the streets, and others openly defend the return of the military to 
power. During the 2018 presidential elections, cases of political violence and 
death spread across Brazil. Many conservative groups responded violently to 
previous administrations that solidified public policies for the poor and margi-
nalized groups, removed millions from below the poverty line and leveraged 
their social insertion into the middle class. These social advances triggered a 
backlash of hate, and the largest low-income black population witnessed its ge-
nocide levels surpass acceptable numbers for a democracy. With the polarization 
in Brazil, the political action centralized on the large-scale production of death at 
the hands of the state, particularly against the women, black and LGBT people. 
The many misogynist, racist, homophobic and transphobic declarations made by 
Bolsonaro proved that, more than not respecting these people, he views them as 
enemies. 

In the newly elected Congress, there is an intense political party fragmentation 
and a rightward swing on social issues. Most newly elected congressmen come 
from traditional political families or are evangelical leaders or hardline police of-
ficers. The far-right members of the Congress repeated Bolsonaro’s most bar-
baric and violent ideas, which shows that class struggle in Brazil is alive. His 
election comes on the track of elections in other countries in which the extreme 
right is gaining strength. This brings a counter-flux against human rights. Bol-
sonaro promised to end race-based quotas in universities and civil service ex-
ams, as well as the public-school system’s gender policy. The key issues for his 
administration are related to security, but there have been no clear promises 
beyond relaxing gun ownership legislation. The “Bolsonaro myth” was consoli-
dated through hatred against leftist leaders and his portrayal as a fighter against 
corruption, although many corruption allegations were made against members 
of his family. In the economic area, the market has bought into the idea that 
Bolsonaro is more neoliberal and willing to privatize the state companies to re-
duce the public debt (Dias & Gonçalves, 2020).  

When the COVID-19 pandemic started, Bolsonaro has repeatedly down-
played the severity of the outbreak and dismissed the virus as a “little flu”, 
shrugging off social distancing recommendations from the WHO and sharing 
videos calling for an end to the country’s lockdown. Mandetta criticized Bolso-
naro for refusing to abide by the Health Ministry’s social distancing guidelines, 
while his successor Teich said there was a complete alignment among him, the 
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president and the ministry. The move came as hospitals and clinics teeter on the 
brink of collapse. Emergency rooms were running at capacity, with almost all 
intensive care beds and ventilators occupied in some Brazilian states. Grave-
diggers in the country’s largest cemeteries worked overtime to bury the dead 
(Lopes, 2020). 

The scenario surrounding the new coronavirus pandemic unfolded very quick-
ly, and thecatastrophic consequences were gradually seen. While the virus spread 
in Brazilian territory, the Provisional Measure 936/2020—published by the Fed-
eral Government in early April 2020—did not bring security and protection to 
the needy population at the time of crisis. On the contrary, it triggered the acce-
leration of the precarious working conditions of a large part of the Brazilian 
population (Maranhão, 2020). The precariousness of work in Brazil can be iden-
tified in the vulnerability of forms of insertion in the work market and social in-
equality, which refers to precarious contracts, with no social guarantees, as well 
as unemployment. Such precariousness is also evident in the intensification of 
work and outsourcing, which are the forms of work organization through the 
management of fear, moral harassment and the imposition of unattainable pro-
duction goals on workers. The precariousness can also be seen in job insecurity, 
the result of organizational and management models based on the lack of train-
ing of workers and the omission of information on risk, dangerousness and pro-
tection measures, with a view to increasing productivity. Some of the forms that 
such precariousness takes—which became more intense with the COVID-19 
pandemic—were the loss of individual and collective identity, increasing the fear 
of job loss and isolating workers; the weakening of the labour organization, 
represented by the difficulty of union organization, which lost the ability of the 
unions to mobilize workers; and the condemnation and dismissal of labor law, 
which, in the contemporary Brazilian context, has its strongest representation in 
the Labor Reform (Druck, 2011). Coping with the COVID-19 pandemic further 
exposed workers’ historical demands regarding working conditions, personal 
protective equipment, workload, pay and the invisibility of some professional 
categories (Maranhão, 2020). 

In culture and creative economy issues, Bolsonaro has been criticized for push-
ing a conservative Christian cultural agenda while cutting funding to arts and 
cinema projects. His allies have lashed out at what they call “cultural Marxism” 
and condemned everything from climate change to feminism (Cowie, 2020). The 
gradual weakening of specific bodies dedicated to culture and creative economy 
since 2015 has reached the top in the first year of Bolsonaro’s administration. 
Strategic decisions related to such economy were emptied and abandoned with 
the end of the Ministry of Culture by Bolsonaro’s administration, and cultural 
issues were relegated to the background or diluted into other federal government 
bodies, such as the Ministry of Citizenship and, more recently, the Ministry of 
Tourism, which lack the specific knowledge of the particularities of cultural and 
creative demands. Bolsonaro first abolished the Ministry of Culture, which be-
came a secretariat under the new Ministry of Citizenship. He limited funding for 
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cultural and artistic sectors and modified the National Council for Cultural Pol-
icy, which is fundamental in the collective construction of cultural policies. The 
special secretary of Culture, Henrique Pires, left office in August 2019, after the 
Ministry of Citizenship suspended a public notice dedicated to LGBT series. 
Pires saw the decision as a kind of censorship. The decision to suspend the pub-
lic notice was taken amid several criticisms by Bolsonaro regarding the alloca-
tion of public resources to films and series with themes that displeased the pres-
ident, such as LGBT issues. In November 2019, Bolsonaro dismissed the special 
secretary of Culture, Ricardo Braga, two months after he took office, and said 
that, if he could not impose “filters” on the choices of the National Film Agency 
(Ancine, its acronym in Portuguese), he would eliminate the agency (Jesus, 
2019b). 

In the month before Braga’s dismissal, the former mayor of the city of Santa 
Maria Cezar Schirmer became the new Secretary of Creative Economy, linked to 
the Special Secretariat of Culture of the Ministry of Citizenship. Among his at-
tributions, the articulation of financing lines for cultural enterprises, the promo-
tion of Brazilian cultural goods and services and the implementation of access to 
reading policies could be mentioned. Nevertheless, Schirmer did not seem to 
have experience in matters related to creative economy. In November 2019, 
Bolsonaro transferred the Special Secretariat of Culture from the Ministry of Ci-
tizenship to the Ministry of Tourism. In the light of the change, the Ministry of 
Tourism became responsible for the national culture policy, the regulation of 
authors’ rights, the protection of historical, artistic and cultural heritage, the 
support to the Ministry of Agriculture for the preservation of the cultural iden-
tity of quilombola communities and the development of cultural accessibility 
and museum sector policies. The Ministry of Tourism tried to highlight the joint 
projects with the Ministry of Citizenship and indicated that the transferring of 
the Special Secretariat of Culture from the Ministry of Citizenship could streng-
then the actions of each area. The government also indicated the playwright Ro-
berto Alvim to head the Special Secretariat of Culture. Bolsonaro said that the 
new secretary had “carte blanche” to form his team with “competent people”. 
Before taking office, Alvim called Brazilian Oscar-nominated actress Fernanda 
Montenegro a “liar” and said she was “sordid” in a Facebook post, which pro-
voked the reaction of the artistic class in the defense of the actress (Jesus, 2019b). 

In January 2020, Alvim was fired after he paraphrased the Nazi propaganda 
minister Joseph Goebbels in an online video to promote a national arts prize 
(Cowie, 2020). In the same month, the actress Regina Duarte accepted the offer 
to be the Special Secretary of Culture and replace Alvim. However, in May 2020, 
Duarte abruptly ended an interview with a TV station when confronted with 
criticisms by the actress Maitê Proença on how she was helping the artistic class 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Besides downplaying the deaths during Brazil-
ian military dictatorship, Duarte also said there was a certain “morbidity” due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. After being silent regarding the death of several artists 
since taking office in March 2020 (many of them caused by COVID-19), Duarte 
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said that she did not want to work on “obituaries” in the ministry (Fernandes, 
2020). 

4.2. Creative Economy and the COVID-19 Pandemic in Brazil 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had negative impacts on global tourism, financial 
markets, live entertainment, personal services, restaurants and food value chains 
as well their supply businesses all over the world. Some people—mainly the least 
well paid, the self-employed and the ones working in informal environments in 
the gig economy or in part-time work with zero-hours contracts—were the most 
affected. The pandemic made explicit the inequalities of globalization, its demo-
cratic shortfalls and the disproportionate impact on vulnerable people. Regard-
ing creative economy, the relations among the sector characteristics, the health 
sanctions and the consumer behavior showed that some sectors might be more 
vulnerable to the impact of the COVID-19 contractions than others. Some crea-
tive sectors such as live music, theater, dance, live entertainment, event sector 
supplies, museums, galleries, and tangible cultural heritage were highly exposed 
to the pandemic and might experience sustained revenue losses along 2020, 
which could push them to bankruptcies or credit defaults. These sectors needed 
to pivot through innovation or diversification to survive. Other sectors such as 
fashion, visual arts, restaurants, traditional cuisine, street food and crafts might 
also sustain revenue losses, have a chance to engage survival strategies and pre-
pare for a relatively slow recovery. They could re-engineer their supply chains, as 
well as create new products and services through innovation in response to con-
sumer behavior and develop innovation in supplies, such as digital and virtual 
individual/group learning methods, purchases and sales, customer logs, logistics 
and delivery. Some sectors with low touch production and distribution characte-
ristics seemed to have more limited exposure to the impact of COVID-19, such 
as music recording and radio, film, TV, and digital content, home gaming, on-
line e-sports and digital publishing. The consumption of the products of these 
sectors has remained the same and may even have increased, but it is not possi-
ble to ignore that there are bottlenecks in production timelines and even product 
movement brought about by the social distancing measures. They might expe-
rience revenue growth as a result of a demand surge and require business sup-
port, customer service and growth capital to push for market share and increase 
safe production capacity and digital distribution (Khasiani et al., 2020).  

In the Brazilian political dimension, the creative economy has become a cen-
tral concept, seen by many government members as the engine of income and 
employment generation and social inclusion in the now-defunct Ministry of 
Culture since the 2000s. The concept assumed strategic roles, given the potential 
loss of importance of commodity exports, as well as the growing role of com-
mercialization of high value-added goods and services. However, since the mid- 
2010s, the discussions about culture and creative economy have seemed to have 
no clear direction in the national political debates in the light of the growing po-
litical and economic crisis in the country, but the dismantling of the creative 
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economy debate and the role of culture in the Brazilian strategy of development 
became clearer especially after the beginning of Jair Bolsonaro’s administration 
in 2019 (Jesus, 2019b). 

The creative economy was one the most affected areas by crisis caused by the 
new coronavirus in Brazil. Since the beginning of March 2020, the dynamics of 
the creative economy have undergone the shock of the determinations necessary 
to control the COVID-19 pandemic, such as the closure of public spaces, the 
cancellation of shows and the suspension of the production of new movies and 
records, for example. In the case of music and concerts, the crisis affected not 
only the artists, but also technicians, organizers, show houses’ owners and em-
ployees, communication vehicles’ professionals, technical and logistic suppliers. 
As many of these professionals are freelancers or work in small companies, they 
are in a situation of extreme difficulty due to the cancellation or suspension of 
concerts and shows. Companies in the music industry—particularly the smaller 
ones—may go bankrupt. Freelancers, who depend om week-long wages to pay 
the costs of the following week, face difficulties to give better life conditions to 
their families. Several musicians are promoting online concerts and performances, 
some with economic results generated by the views in streaming platforms and 
the sponsorship of important brands. Some brands even started to promote on-
line events with various artists. However, less famous artists face problems to 
monetize their online performances. In the case of large shows that were post-
poned, many organizers are asking ticket owners not to request a refund, which 
could reduce the impact on the cash flow. Probably, when social distancing 
measures are abolished, many people will not want to participate in large events 
or attend crowded clubs. The government has not yet defined a specific line of 
support for the cultural sector in general, but private cultural institutes are 
launching initiatives to stimulate and reward the production of musical compo-
sitions and studies on Brazilian music (Mantica, 2020). 

The culture sector suffered from the impacts of the closing of concert halls. 
Many famous Brazilian artists cancelled or postponed concerts—such as Ney 
Matogrosso, Djavan, Marília Mendonça and Racionais—as well as album releases, 
such as Caetano Veloso’s and Wesley Safadão’s new albums. Music professionals 
who work in more informal conditions—such as musicians of samba wheels— 
suffer even more from the indefinite stoppage. Theater directors and actors cannot 
rehearse, and the promises of good billing options for the theater scene have 
turned into debts. Many theater and dance companies are being forced to nego-
tiate the rent of spaces where rehearsals and shows take place, in addition to 
places where they store elements of sets and costumes. The pandemic has further 
aggravated a crisis scenario, in which a large part of the theatrical shows on dis-
play throughout the country had already suffered from the lack of sponsorship. 
In general, the expenses were covered by the money at the box office, but, with 
the prohibition on holding public events, this amount of money is not available. 
Leaders in the theater sector indicate the need to call on the government to mi-
tigate the damage from paralysis, such as the publication of notices that allow 
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creative theater professionals to work from home with remuneration. Although 
some Brazilian states such as Rio de Janeiro have banned power, water and gas 
cuts in the case of non-payment of bills by theaters, museums and concert halls, 
this is not enough for many creative professionals. In some museums, processes 
and strategies are being revised with the help of technology, which has become a 
vital tool for moving forward. The most immediate response from the creative 
class, as in other countries affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, came through 
the more intense and commercial use of the virtual world, with the online per-
formance of theater plays on social networks, for example (Araújo, 2020). 

The technicians in the TV and cinema sectors suffer from the economic insta-
bility because they typically work in very precarious conditions and with no 
contractual safeguards. This situation makes them more exposed to the negative 
economic effects of the pandemic. The production phase of TV and cinema sec-
tors was stopped, which will lead to a decrease in new releases next year. Crea-
tive productions that have already been produced and are in the post-production 
phase probably can still be launched in 2020 or 2021. All soap operas’ produc-
tions have been discontinued, and some production companies have already 
dismissed freelancer collaborators since the beginning of the COVID-19 pan-
demic. In TV, variety and information programs which included the presence of 
the public have been cancelled, reformulated, replaced by reruns or suspended to 
give more coverage to the COVID-19 news. With the success of the live perfor-
mances of artists on social networks, commercial TV companies are trying to 
exhibit these performances to stem the loss of audience and consequent adver-
tising revenue. The advertising sector faces a severe crisis because campaigns 
were cancelled or suspended, and the production of new commercials have been 
interrupted. The situation has led to the resignation of many freelancers and 
technicians who work for advertising agencies or production companies. Some 
associations in the sector have asked the government for support measures to 
preserve jobs and the survival of many communication agencies (Mantica, 2020). 
In the photography sector, creative professionals have been unable to make offi-
cial bookings for photography jobs as most clients are not willing to come to 
studios, leading to drastic reduction in sales. The advertising photography jobs 
are at a standstill as well, as licenses to shoot are currently not being given out by 
the authorities (Khasiani et al., 2020). 

In the movies’ sector, some producers are still waiting for the reopening of the 
movie theaters or scheduling the launch of the movies on the streaming plat-
forms, with heavy economic consequences. With the cinemas closed because of 
the risk of people’s agglomeration, all the movie exhibitions in movie theaters 
were suspended. Some cinemas are trying to offer the viewing of author films 
online to generate alternative revenues and pay at least part of their fixed costs. 
With the significant increase in the permanence of people in their own homes, 
people seek refuge or distraction in streaming platforms, such as Netflix. Some 
Brazilian companies that offer streaming content have seen the demand for access 
increase and other initiatives are being created to take advantage of the market 
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opportunity brought by the pandemic (Mantica, 2020).  
As Khasiani et al. (2020) indicated in the case of Kenya, Brazilian creative 

professionals also started to develop strategies and innovations in their imme-
diate term responses to the COVID-19 crisis. Some creative sectors have brought 
new models through experimentation and innovation to increase their resilience 
and continue their activities during the pandemic. These models include the re-
duction of overall expenses, the search for new business, the creation of new 
products and funds, the offer of digital solutions to others whose businesses are 
suffering because of the lockdown and discounted rates to help others get through 
the difficult time and the realization of online workshops. However, the pro-
posed strategies and innovations do not have the same effects for all creative 
businesses and professionals, specially the small ones. 

5. Analysis and Discussion 

Bolsonaro’s rise to the position of “the solution for all national problems” during 
the elections stemmed from a lack of political confidence in parties and coali-
tions that had been in the executive branch for years, the popular anger against 
corruption, the economic crisis and the high crime rates. Bolsonaro also incor-
porated a type of conservatism found in various sectors of the Brazilian popula-
tion, which aims at maintaining privileges of gender, sexuality, race and class to 
those already privileged and the revocation of rights of social minorities. The 
spread of hate practices—based in a politics of fear—left a warning to anyone 
who disregarded the pro-Bolsonaro ideals because of their sexual orientation, 
race, gender identity or political opinion (Medeiros, 2019). 

During Bolsonaro’s administration, strategic decisions related to the greater 
role of culture in the promotion of income and jobs, the appreciation of heritage 
and memory and the revitalization of urban areas were abandoned or neglected. 
When the Special Secretariat of Culture was transferred from the Ministry of Ci-
tizenship to the Ministry of Tourism, the government seemed to conceive that 
culture was important for national development only if it could bring more 
tourists to Brazil (Jesus, 2019b). In Brazil, during Bolsonaro’s administration, 
there were cuts in health and education budgets and precarious work relation-
ships. Budget cuts affected research and the Unified Health System (SUS, its 
acronym in Portuguese). When the population is not killed by police violence, 
people are killed with no access to health care nor possibilities for social ad-
vancement. The necropolitics in Brazil has been accompanied by the denial of 
science and human rights, from gender relations to the respect to indigenous, 
black and quilombola peoples. A process of depreciation of the arts, philosophy, 
history, sciences in general—and social sciences in particular—is visible in favor 
of a proposal based on religious fanaticism, conservatism and the militarization 
of teaching (Granada, 2020). 

Necropolitics is related to contemporary forms that subjugate life to the power 
of death and performs a reconfiguration in the relations of resistance, sacrifice 
and terror in contemporary societies (Mbembe, 2003, 2018). Critical authors of 
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neoliberalism recognize the system as incompatible with the fight against in-
equality and maintain that neoliberal policies would be policies of death, either 
by the action of the police force or by letting those who are not “useful” to the 
system perish and die in the name of the good functioning of the economy (Ty-
ler, 2019), as in the case of creative professionals in the context of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Both the actions and the omissions of the federal government, espe-
cially those of the president, can be understood as parts of a broader perverse 
policy of letting the most vulnerable, the poor, the elderly and all those who are 
not considered useful or productive die, relegated to the condition of “living 
dead” (Granada, 2020). From a biopolitical point of view, the social distancing 
has as its main consequences the advertised desire to clamp down on the com-
munication of disease and the management of populations at a moment of na-
tional crisis. The atomization of people in their homes creates protection against 
outbreaks of mass hysteria and allows for the forcible removal of the infected 
ones. Necropoliticstakes place when the fate of the vulnerable is considered, par-
ticularly the sufferers on the basis of age, underlying health conditions, record of 
economic activity or some other indices of social desirability. The population 
management strategy exposes vulnerable people even more to the risk of death 
thanks not only to arbitrary assessment criteria in hospitals, but also to the "for-
getting" of workers and others who simply cannot find jobs or develop their 
work during the pandemic (Burton-Cartledge, 2020). This is the case of most 
creative professionals in Brazil, who subsist on social security and seek work in 
non-favourable conditions in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The situation is aggravated because many creative professionals lack the aware-
ness about the existence of unions to defend their rights. Many unions fail to at-
tract membership due to the lack of resources for effective membership, and the 
fragmentation and disorganization of these institutions is not rare. This has led 
to rivalry and duplication of roles by different unions. Other creative profession-
als avoid or evade organization memberships due to the wariness of additional 
responsibilities and labor for the sector which may be voluntary or undervalued, 
or take time away from their personal practices. Many professionals prefer the 
lightness of informal business practice at the start of their enterprise journey, 
and so do not register legally or pay taxes because of the phase at which their 
business may be (Khasiani et al., 2020). 

The intensification of precarious work was fueled by productive restructuring, 
relocation, deregulation, financialization and outsourcing and questions the sta-
tus and wage relationship previously conceived and structured by the Ford-
ist/Keynesian mode of regulation. The precarious economic situation was al-
ready present in Brazil and other countries in the deconstruction of collective 
contracts, the institutionalization of instability through a disruption of labor law 
and the decline in the strength of organized workers and their unions. The 
growth of work in the service sector was characterized by low wages and intense 
turnover, and the increased use of applications on digital platforms that mediate 
work by providing the meeting between supply and demand of work/service 
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exempts app companies from their responsibilities towards workers, seen as 
“collaborators” (Leite, 2019). This precariousness intensified under the Bolso-
naro’s government and seemed to reach even higher levels in the context of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

6. Conclusion 

The desire for social minorities—many members of these groups are connected 
to creative sectors—to die or the will to kill them, whether symbolically or not, is 
manifested in the legacy which involves indigenous genocide and the enslave-
ment of black people. Social minorities in contemporary Brazil move from the 
space of exclusion to that of extermination. Because they are not considered 
“good citizens”, such people are seen as delays to the functioning of the nation. 
Therefore, their lives matter less by those in power today in Brazil. Bolsonaro 
and a significant part of his electorate reproduce the violence that affects bodies 
seen as dissonant (Medeiros, 2019).  

In this context, the vulnerability of creative economy achieved its highest point 
during Bolsonaro’s administration, which is visible in more unsatisfactory funding 
policies than in the past, non-favorable legal structures to a productive relation-
ship between authorities and creative sectors, and the perpetuation of cultural 
marketing to the detriment of robust public policies of appreciation of creative 
sectors and professionals (Jesus, 2019b). According to Ribeiro (2016), the trans-
versality of public policies for creative economy is compromised, and the Brazil-
ian state loses its capacity for concerted action and integration among social and 
political actors. 

After the COVID-19 pandemic, it is possible that creative sectors continue to 
experience intermittent limitations on movement and travel, bans on gatherings 
and the closure or near closure of borders. There may also be limited access to 
capital for creative businesses and grants for culture and the arts, as Brazilian 
and other governments are tending to numerous emergencies with limited rev-
enues. Another tendency may be the increase in the use of contactless technolo-
gy and digital platforms for generation, production, sharing and dissemination 
of creative goods and services, as well as the disruptions of supply chains affect-
ing goods (textiles, dyes, paint, equipment), as well as exhibitions, festivals and 
conferences facing the difficulty to have buyers, benefactors and suppliers. In 
some areas, there may be a change in the consumers’ behavior with more time 
spent at home, with increased digital interactions and consumption, health con-
sciousness and general anxiety (Khasiani et al., 2020). 

The pandemic left some important lessons for the creative sectors regarding 
the need for creative professionals’ representation organizations to advocate on 
behalf of their interests and fight against precarious labor conditions. These 
professionals also need to look for alternative grant mechanisms and supply 
chains for critical goods and services to reduce their vulnerability. The wide-
spread use of digital tools to maintain essential social interactions despite physi-
cal restrictions may bring opportunities for new creative businesses through 
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e-commerce and the creation of online content that activates local and regional 
value chains (Khasiani et al., 2020). 

It is important to indicate the limitations of this article. The exploratory re-
search is usually conducted to have a better understanding of the existing prob-
lem, but usually it does not lead to conclusive results. The focus of the article is 
mostly theoretical and, to better discuss the impacts of COVID-19 in Brazilian 
creative economy, the use of quantitative data to support the view will be neces-
sary in the future, especially when the pandemic is over. Although case studies 
allow the use of contingent generalizations to model complex relationships, they 
have potential limitations, such as the difficulty of perfectly controlling compar-
isons among cases, in addition to the inherent ones, such as relative inability to 
make judgments about the frequency or representativeness of particular cases 
and their weak ability to estimate the causal weight of the causal phenomena 
(Bennett, 2004). 
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